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Abstract

Information collected on mobile devices can be
utilized to support user's memory. Due to the
enorrnous amount, it is necessary to detect
important events and landmarks and organize them
in an episodic way similar to human memory. In
this paper, we propose a predictive model of
memory landmarks based on the probabilistic
approach that finds landmarks automatically from
various context log information in order to improve
the predictability. We divide the data into daily and
weekly ones, which are assorted into attributes
according to their collection source, and leam the
corresponding probabilistic models. The
experiments with the Nokia log data shows that the
proposed method outperforms the other methods.

Introduction
As ubiquitous technologies advance, it becomes
available that collecting data, what people see,
hear and feel, through mobile devices and sensors.
We can obtain the location information from GPS
and environments information such as temperature,
relative humidity, dew point, pressure and so on
from sensors, and we can infer the users' activities
from the data of wearable sensors. Since mobile
devices are very private apparatuses, moreover,
they can be adapted to fit uses' preferences or
characters. Fufihermore, they can effectively
collect users' everyday information because users
bring them nearly every time and everywhere, so
the mobile devices have a great potential to figure
out and help their users. Such collected
information from mobile devices might be utilized
to support user's memory.

The enormous amount of information, however,
makes difficult to effectively retrieve user's
memory. According to the assertion of studies of
memory, people make use of special landmarks or
anchor events for guiding recall and for
remembering relationships among events [1,2].
Automated inferences about important memory

landmarks might provide the basis for new kinds
of personalized computer applications and services

[3]. Landmarks mean an index to remember
special episode memories among a lot of events
experienced. People usually remember an episode
by connecting with important events with a
landmark. Context infomation is reconstituted by
episode units to improve the retrieval performance.
A landmark is consisted of place and time related
with the event.

In order to organize information as an episodic
approach that mimics human memory for the
effective search, it is required to detect important
event like landmarks. For providing new services
with users, in this paper, we propose a symbolic
probabilistic model, Bayesian network (BN), for
landmark detection.

Background

Landmark detection
A user is hard to recall the memory of past
because individual mobile device includes the
information such as capacity augmentation of
storage, multimedia contents, and individual
computer. In Microsoft Research Institute, a
landmark detection model with Bayesian networks
uses on-line calendar and user information [4].
Life browser summarizes user's daily life to
reduce the search-time by adding options of public
landmarks and personal landmarks [5]. Public
landmarks mean the events like holiday,
newspaper or important headline of news, while
personal landmarks represent an individual picture
or an important calendar event. MIT Media
laboratory analyzes user's life cycle by using
hidden Markov model with the context log from
smart-phone and studies user modeling about
specific location [6].
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In Microsoft Researcl.r institute, landmark
detection model cannot respond quickly to user's
change as well as cannot expect the result if the
user directly inputs the wrong data. Life browser
summarizes user's daily l i fe within a l imited scope.
so it is apt to be failed to recall the memory of past.
MIT Media laboratory analyzes a situation without
using special method and with l imited pafticipants.
In fact, the participants are the employees of the
research institute.

Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks are a representative method to
reason a more reliable result from an uncertain
environment, modeling the cause and effect
relation between variables. A directed acyclic
graph (DAG) consists of edges (or arcs) that
display both causality and interrelation between
nodes[7,8]. Bayesian networks (B ) consists of a
set ofedges (E) and a set ofvariables (trl ) and
the parameter ( e ). An edge between variables
signifies a stochastic dependence and I means a
conditional probability value between variables.
V is  def ined as V = {V1,V2, . . . ,V,1 where n

denotes a number of variables. and d is defined
as E = {Et ,  E2, . . .  ,8 , , ,1  where n? denotes a

number of edges. An occasion of an edge as
Vu -->I/0, where Zu becomes the parent of V, .

Parents of each P(L') are defined

as P(V,) = \V, e V lV, -+ V,\ V, has prior

probabil ity if P(v,) is / , othenvise Z. has a

conditional probabil ity.

Landmark detection model
Figure I shows the proposed architecture of
landmark detection. We believe that people should

Figure l: System ovenriew

have similar life patterns according to the day of
week; therefore we divide data set according to
days. Although BN is a powerful tool for
probabilistic inference, the learning BN is a NP
hard problem. The learning of huge size of BN
take much time and low accuracy, therefore, we
divide network into three attributes according to
the categories of data set, such as location
infonnation, environment information, and system
infomration, as shown in Figure l.

p(G.D)=o",fl i l,"Hhl]",,, (r)

o r; : number of possible values of the variable r

c Qi : number of possible configurations fbr the

variables in Pa(x , )

. N ,jr : number of cases in D where variable x ,

has its fr th value

'  Nu =fIN*

l .  Ini t ial izat ion
for i:l to n do: Pa(r,) -

for i:l andJ':l to n do:
if (i + j) then A[i jl:./1x,. x) /(.ri, )

2 .Loop
repeat

Select two indexes ( i , . j ) :  argmax" A[i  j l

if (l[lj]>0) then Pa(-rr):Pa(-r;) U-r,

A l i i l :  -  @

for all -Yd €Ancestorsjt) U.ti a1d xh
t=Descentlunts(;r;) U.r, do: ,1[a,6] - -m

for k- l  to n do:
if(l[t,k]> -m ) then

A[i,kl= /Ui, Prr(.r'') (-.J,r1 ) -.1u,, Pa(r,) 1
unti l  V i j ( l [ i ,k]< 0 or l [ i ,k] -  --cxr )
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t/: scoring metric
*-{[l,7]: adjacency matrix
*Ptr(  r , ) :  the I  th \a lue of  . r

Figure 2: A structure learning algorithm of
Bayseian network

In this paper, we have used an Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) method for learning
landrnark detection model. It is an optimization
algorithm based on the greedy search technology
with heuristic method [9]. Figure 2 shows a
fundamental algorithrn of ACO using algorithm-B
and equation ( I ) shows a numerical fonnula of K2
functions. The model leams parameters and makes
a conditional probabil ity table using K2 functron.
An ACO method is one of methods based on the
latest optimization nrethod because it establishes
the shortest path while a system leams a datum to
use.

Experimental results
Nokia's benchmark log data [0] which is consists
of t ime, GPS. sensor (temperature, relative
humidity, dew point, pressure, user activity and
average audio level), and system information
(device orientation, interaction) is used as training
data. It is a recorded data during 27 days
(1113-12112) except Saturday and Sunday. lt is
composed to 43 sessions during 6 weeks.

We reconstituted them from about 210,000 data
consisted oftotal l6 attributes to about 30.000 data
consisted of l3 attributes. Date information
including day and month is attributes that do not
influence entirely when a method estimates
landmark. Day-name information does not need to
actual node of Bayesian network because it uses to
select a model. And experimental data do not have
a missing value. We make an experiment to take a
classified data about daily and weekly. A daily
data divides attributes again. The proposed method
is compared with a well-known SVM (Suppon
Vector Machine) method. The performance of
daily data is evaluated using cross validation in
each model of Bayesian networks and the
performance of weekly data is evaluated by
increasing the data from 1 week to 5 weeks. For
SVM. we measure only the perfomrance of daily
and weekly data are evaluated without classif,iing
attributes.

Figure 3 shows a model using a learned
Bayesian network with all attributes and Figure 4
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shows a model using proposed method. The model
of Figure 3 has a complex structure compared with
a model of Figure 4, because it can have a various
relation through data set. The proposed method,
however, has a preprocessed effect about a relatron
of nodes and it is relatively simple, resulting rn
Iess complexity of the model.

Figure 3:An example J'l"u*.d Bayesian network
with all attributes
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Figure 4: An example of learned Bayesian network
with proposed method
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Figure 5: Performance of weekly data

Figure 5 shows the accuracies according to the
weekly data. The performance of Bayesian
network drops between I week and 3 weeks
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because data consist of various activities and the
amount of learned data is small. The proposed
method, however, shows good performance
whether the data size is big or not. This is because
the divided learning of network decreases the
complexity and therefore it increases the accuracy
of landmark detection.
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Figure 6: Performance of Daily data

Figure 6 shows the performance according to
daily data. The accuracies ofproposed method and
SVM is similar. But the proposed method is much
more stable than SVM. because a standard
deviation appears relatively small - the standard
deviation of proposed method is 2.4 and that of
SVM is 12. And its performance of accuracy and
stability is higher than a learned model with all
attributes. It shows a high accuracy regardless of
amount of the data because the log is various.

Conclusion
In this paper, we can observe that most of people
have a regular life style which can be consisted of
irregular factors through an experimental result
based on proposed Bayesian network. It is not easy
to construct a correct data to each user due to the
need of a lot of data. The proposed method shows
a high performance even if data are not enough
because it learns Bayesian network by each
attribute before the structure is determined. But it
needs data basically in some degree, so it is
efficient that user designs it by dynamic
architecture before enough data are collected. As
the future work, we can develop both an
application program and context preprocessing
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system for collected data in real-time. Also it will
be interesting to utilize the detected landmark.
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